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When people should go to the ebook stores, search opening by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in point of fact problematic. This is why we provide the book compilations in this website. It will unquestionably ease you to look guide Slattery Juli Heart Womans A Of Longings And Intimacy Erotica Shades
The Back Pulling as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best place within net connections. If you set sights on to download and install the Slattery Juli Heart Womans A Of Longings And
Intimacy Erotica Shades The Back Pulling, it is unquestionably simple then, past currently we extend the connect to purchase and make bargains to download and install Slattery Juli Heart Womans A Of Longings And Intimacy Erotica Shades The Back Pulling for that reason simple!
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Pulling Back the Shades
Erotica, Intimacy, and the Longings of a Woman's Heart
Moody Publishers Christian women don’t have to choose between being sexual and spiritual. They have legitimate longings that the church has been afraid to talk about, and books like Fifty Shades of Grey exploit and distort them. We need the truth on the matter. Whether you are single or married,
sexually dead or just looking to revive your sex life, Pulling Back the Shades will address your desire to be both sexual and spiritual. With solid biblical teaching and transparent stories, trusted authors Dannah Gresh and Dr. Juli Slattery oﬀer an unﬂinching look at the most personal questions women ask.
The book oﬀers practical advice for women to address ﬁve core longings: to be cherished by a man to be protected by a strong man to rescue a man to be sexually alive to escape reality God designed women with these longings and has a plan to satisfy them. It’s time for women to identify their
intimate longings and God-honoring ways to fulﬁll them.

Passion Pursuit
What Kind of Love Are You Making?
Moody Publishers A Bible study about sex for women? Now that’s diﬀerent! This new study, Passion Pursuit: What Kind of Love Are You Making?, lets God’s Word speak about sex as being holy and erotic, blessed by God, and satisfying far beyond what the world can even imagine. Picture that as a
headline on the cover of Cosmopolitan! By using scripture throughout the Bible, Passion Pursuit not only urges women to pursue passion but details how God has given them permission to do so. Though there is fun to be had along the way in this study, it hits hard on the questions women have but are
hesitant to ask, like: What does God say is okay and not okay in the bedroom? I’m 54 years old; how can my husband still be attracted to me? Why did God make men and women so diﬀerent? This audaciously bold study combines the psychological expertise of Dr Juli Slattery, formerly of Focus on the
Family, along with moving stories from trusted Bible teacher and best-selling author Linda Dillow. The groups who have already done this study have seen their marriages come alive, whether they’ve been married four months or forty years; be next!

Beyond the Masquerade
Unveiling the Authentic You
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Many Christian women today are wearing masks. From an early age, we are taught that to be valuable we need to do more, to be more. To feel worthy, we learn to hide behind the masks of our accomplishments, physical appearance, intelligence, education,
relationships—even our work in the church. But those masks separate us from God, from other people, and from our true selves. Thankfully, there is hope. We can remove our masks and trust Christ to see us as we really are . . . but it takes humility. To examine our hearts, motives, and past experiences
requires honesty and confession. But beyond the masquerade, Christ can heal and transform our lives, freeing us from bondage.

#ChurchToo
How Purity Culture Upholds Abuse and How to Find Healing
Broadleaf Books When Emily Joy Allison outed her abuser on Twitter, she launched #ChurchToo, a movement to expose the culture of sexual abuse and assault utterly rampant in Christian churches in America. Not a single denomination is unaﬀected. And the reasons are somewhat diﬀerent than
those you might ﬁnd in the #MeToo stories coming out of Hollywood or Washington. While patriarchy and misogyny are problems everywhere, they take on a particularly pernicious form in Christian churches where those with power have been insisting, since many decades before #MeToo, that this
sexually dysfunctional environment is, in fact, exactly how God wants it to be. #ChurchToo turns over the rocks of the church's sexual dysfunction, revealing just what makes sexualized violence in religious contexts both ubiquitous and uniquely traumatizing. It also lays the groundwork for not one but
many paths of healing from a religious culture of sexual shame, secrecy, and control, and for survivors of abuse to live full, free, healthy lives.

Sex, Purity, and the Longings of a Girl's Heart
Discovering the Beauty and Freedom of God-Deﬁned Sexuality
Baker Books For the modern Christian woman living in today's sexually charged society, embracing God's design for sex and purity can often feel like an impossible pursuit. As the culture seeks to normalize things such as pornography, erotica, and casual sex, both single and married women of all ages
feel immense pressure to conform. With alluring temptations constantly inviting them to join in, they might even begin to question whether God's design is truly good. They wrestle with questions like - What is the purpose of my sexuality? - What does it mean to pursue purity? - Are my sexual longings
good or bad? In this encouraging book, Kristen Clark and Bethany Beal share honestly about their own struggles and victories, and invite women on a personal journey to discover and reclaim a biblical vision for their sexuality. Kristen and Bethany help women understand why God's design for sexuality
is good, relevant, and leads to true hope and lasting freedom.
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Rethinking Sexuality
God's Design and Why It Matters
Multnomah This ground-breaking resource challenges and equips Christians to think and act biblically and compassionately in matters of sexuality. Sexual abuse, sex addiction, gender confusion, brokenness, and shame plague today's world, and people are seeking clarity and hope. By contesting longheld cultural paradigms, this book equips you to see how sexuality is rooted in the broader context of God's heart and His work for us on earth. It provides a framework from which to understand the big picture of sexual challenges and wholeness, and helps you recognize that every sexual question is
ultimately a spiritual one. It shifts the paradigm from combating sexual problems to conﬁdently proclaiming and modeling the road to sacred sexuality. Instead of arguing with the world about what's right and wrong about sexual choices, this practical resource equips you to share the love and grace of
Jesus as you encounter the pain of sexual brokenness--your own or someone else's.

No More Headaches
Enjoying Sex & Intimacy in Marriage
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Both husbands and wives can be extremely frustrated by the diﬀerences in sexual needs and expectations between them. This frustration manifests itself as ﬁghting, resentment, feelings of either guilt or rejection, and general marital strife. There are few safe and
appropriate places to ask the questions about sex that frustrate and confuse women most. In No More Headaches, Juli Slattery provides that place with honest answers that target women’s speciﬁc needs. Her warm and compassionate style come through as she examines the underlying issues that
prevent couples from having a satisfying sex life. Helping husbands and wives understand and address the sexual relationship with their spouse will improve the marriage by reducing stress and frustration in that area, which will reduce stress in other areas of marriage as well. Each chapter contains
questions for reﬂection and questions for couples to discuss. Juli Slattery has extensive experience speaking to women about marriage, parenting, and family issues at retreats and conferences as well as on television and radio.

25 Questions You're Afraid to Ask About Love, Sex, and Intimacy
Moody Publishers Is ______ok in the bedroom? If I’m single, how far is too far? How do I get past my shame? Whether you are married or single, having great sex or no sex, your sexuality is inseparable from your spirituality. Sadly, most churches are silent on the subject. Dr. Juli Slattery is breaking the
silence. In 25 Questions You're Afraid to Ask about Love, Sex, and Intimacy, she tackles the most common and critical questions women ask her about sexuality, like: What if I don’t like sex? Can I be single and sexual? Is masturbation a sin? How do I make time to make love? What if I want sex more
than my husband does? Candid, wise, and practically minded, Dr. Slattery addresses matters like sexual abuse, pornography, betrayal in marriage, intimacy in the bedroom, singleness, and more, calling women to think biblically about all areas of their sexuality. Find answers to your questions, liberation
from your fears, and freedom to explore God's good gifts of love, sex, and intimacy.

Sex and the Single Girl
Moody Publishers A study on sex that goes beyond "just don't do it." Sexuality is a hot topic these days, and opinions are all over the place. A resource oﬀering simple “do’s and don’ts” won’t cut it. Sex and the Single Girl ﬁlls the gap by providing a broader, more comprehensive understanding of what
it means to honor God with our sexuality. This resource will equip single women to understand their sexuality, trust the Lord for redemption and healing, and stand against the cultural trends that marginalize and compromise God’s design for sex. Juli Slattery is a clinical psychologist, cofounder of
Authentic Intimacy, and author of several popular books, including 25 Questions You’re Afraid to Ask About Love, Sex, and Intimacy. She has devoted the last ﬁve years to equipping women with God’s truth about sexuality, and here she drives home the truth that every sexual choice is also a spiritual
choice. The six-week study is broken down into ﬁve days for each week, covering: Why Sexuality Matters: The connection between spirituality and sexuality Embracing a Grand Design: God’s design and the beauty of living according to His wisdom. Sexuality and Your Character: How sexuality is part of
worship and Christian identity. Sexual Boundaries: A very practical chapter providing a biblical grid for matters like masturbation, oral sex, and how far is too far to go in a dating relationship. Battling Temptation: A peak at “the enemy’s playbook,” helping women anticipate, prepare for, and stand
against sexual temptation. Restoring Intimacy with God: How God can tear down the wall of sexual sin, shame, and confusion through forgiveness and redemption. This study has been tested through pilot groups with college women and other 20somethings. Revised according to their feedback, it is
primed and ready to help any single woman think biblically about sexuality, live accordingly, and experience the joy and freedom of doing so. Sex and the Single Girl is especially relevant today. One of the greatest threats to the modern church and emerging adults is the distortion of sexual design.
Study after study has documented the proliferation of porn use (among both men and women), sexual exploitation on college campuses, experimentation with homosexuality and bi-sexuality, and the acceptability of multiple sexual partners. The average single Christian has received very little teaching
on the purpose of sexuality, and a simple “just wait until you’re married” approach won’t cut it. Christian singles need to be equipped with a biblical worldview of sexuality and practical tools for talking it out. This study, which Slattery created with two women familiar with curriculum development, is
ideal for college campuses and small groups. It will prompt discussions on practical topics like sexual temptation, sexual conduct, and responding to cultural thinking on gender issues and sexual autonomy. It is designed to challenge women to examine the assumptions underlying their sexual behaviors
and beliefs. The ultimate goal of this resource is to introduce women to an intimate relationship with God who cares about every aspect of her life.

Finding the Hero in Your Husband, Revisited
Embracing Your Power in Marriage
Simon and Schuster In an update of the groundbreaking original title, Dr. Juli Slattery illuminates the power of women in marriage, with an emphasis on the uniqueness of a woman’s capacity to build intimacy. Finding the Hero in Your Husband, Revisited, is an invaluable resource for Christian wives in
any season of marriage. From the newlywed navigating the fading honeymoon period, to the wife decades in who isn’t sure how things got so predictable, to the empty nester who ﬁnds herself wondering how to communicate with her husband again. In an update of her bestselling original book,
acclaimed clinical psychologist and speaker Dr. Juli Slattery gently guides readers through topics that are inherently woven into every imperfect marriage. She uses sound theology to challenge and correct misconceptions and outright misinformation taught by the larger culture as well as the church.
This book is both an educational resource as well as a practical “how-to” guide for navigating simple everyday challenges as well as deeper diﬃculties. Solidly grounded in biblical truth, the book covers topics such as work, home life, conﬂict, and intimacy. It oﬀers understandable explanations of God’s
design, healthy expectations that reframe experiences, and relatable applications that women of faith can practice to inﬂuence their marriage and deepen their relationship with God. Ultimately, Finding the Hero in Your Husband, Revisited, will help a wife more clearly see and encourage the hero within
her husband by examining her own heart.

Get Lost
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Your Guide to Finding True Love
WaterBrook Have you ever ditched a friend for a guy? Filled your journal with more thoughts about guys than God? Found yourself jealous because that other girl gets all the dates? Maybe it’s time to get lost—in God. Discover how to get so lost in God that a guy has to seek Him to ﬁnd you. Dannah
Gresh traces God’s language of love through Scripture to help you pursue your heart’s deepest desires and seek love the way God designed it to be. Because once you identify your true longings and let God answer them, you’ll know just how to respond when romantic love comes along. With a guided
ten-day Love Feast Challenge, Get Lost will help you see for yourself how getting lost in God opens the door to lifelong fulﬁllment.

The Fantasy Fallacy
Exposing the Deeper Meaning Behind Sexual Thoughts
Harper Collins Sexual and emotional fantasies tend to reveal certain areas of trauma, brokenness, and disillusionment that are yet to be healed. Many people, including Christians, look to their sexual and emotional fantasies as a road map to where they can ﬁnd the fulﬁllment they long for. However
these fantasies aren't a reliable road map into the future, they are actually a rocky road map from the past. Shannon Ethridge, best-selling Christian author, certiﬁed life coach, and advocate for healthy sexuality oﬀers fascinating insights into common sexual thoughts such as: dating a much older man
or much younger woman connecting with strangers via cyberspace gay and lesbian fantasies fascination with pleasure, pain, and power Introduced in Genesis, God's design for sex, beyond procreation, is to oﬀer connection andpleasure for marriage partners. But also in Genesis is an outline of seven
sexual fallacies that bring discord, pain, and brokenness.The Fantasy Fallacyhelps explain the basis for these fallacies and oﬀers insights to help expose not only the meaning behind them, but ways to face them, heal from them, and ﬁnd physical, emotional, and spiritual freedom.

What's It Like to Be Married to Me?
And Other Dangerous Questions
David C Cook What's It Like to Be Married to Me? is about knowing the diﬀerence between having a desire for a better marriage and setting the goal of a better marriage—as readers look in the mirror to see how they can change. Bestselling author Linda Dillow understands that most women want
more from their marriage but don't know how to get it. In What's It Like to Be Married to Me?, Dillow challenges readers to ask the riskiest questions: What is is like to be married to me? What is it like to make love with me? Why do I want to stay mad at you? Extremely intimate and honest, What's It Like
to Be Married to Me? is not a book about marriage at all. It is a book about how to live out marriage, day-by-day and year-by-year, and watch who you become as a wife impact the intimacy in your marriage!

Unwanted
How Sexual Brokenness Reveals Our Way to Healing
NavPress Outreach magazine 2018 Resource of the Year—Counseling & Relationships! Unwanted: How Sexual Brokenness Reveals Our Way to Healing is a ground-breaking resource that explores the “why” behind self-destructive sexual choices. The book is based on research from over 3,800 men and
women seeking freedom from unwanted sexual behavior, be that the use of pornography, an aﬀair, or buying sex. Jay Stringer’s (M.Div, MA, LMHC) original research found that unwanted sexual behavior can be both shaped by and predicted based on the parts of our story—past and present—that
remain unaddressed. When we pay attention to our unwanted sexual desires and identify the unique reasons that trigger them, the path of healing is revealed. Although many of us feel ashamed and unwanted after years of sexual brokenness, the book invites the reader to see that behavior as the very
location God can most powerfully work in their lives. Counselors, pastors, and accountability partners of those who experience sexual shame will also ﬁnd in this book the deep spiritual and psychological guidance they need to eﬀectively minister to the sexually broken around them.

The Unveiled Wife
Embracing Intimacy with God and Your Husband
NavPress As a young bride, Jennifer Smith couldn’t wait to build her life with the man she adored. She dreamed of closeness, of being fully known and loved by her husband. But the ﬁrst years of marriage were nothing like she’d imagined. Instead, they were marked by disappointment and pain.
Trapped by fear and insecurity, and feeling totally alone, Jennifer cried out to God: What am I doing wrong? Why is this happening to us? It was as if a veil had descended between her and her husband, and between her and God—one that kept her from experiencing the fullness of love. How did Jennifer
and her husband survive the painful times? What did they do when they were tempted to call it quits? How did God miraculously step in during the darkest hour to rescue and redeem them, tearing down the veil once and for all? The Unveiled Wife is a real-life love story; one couple’s refreshingly raw,
transparent journey touching the deep places in a marriage that only God can reach. If you are feeling disappointment or even despair about your marriage, the heart-cry of this book is: You are not alone. Discover through Jennifer’s story how God can bring you through it all to a place of transformation.

Girl Deﬁned
God's Radical Design for Beauty, Femininity, and Identity
Baker Books In a Culture of Distortions, Discover God-Deﬁned Womanhood and Beauty In a culture where airbrushed models and career-driven women deﬁne beauty and success, it's no wonder we have a distorted view of femininity. Our impossible standards place an incredible burden of stress on the
backs of women and girls of all ages, resulting in anxiety, eating disorders, and depression. One question we often forget to ask is this: What is God's design for womanhood? In Girl Deﬁned, sisters and popular bloggers Kristen Clark and Bethany Beal oﬀer women a countercultural view of beauty,
femininity, and self-worth. Based ﬁrmly in God's design for their lives, this book helps women rethink what true success and beauty look like. It invites them on a liberating journey toward a radically better vision for femininity that ends with the discovery of the kind of hope, purpose, and fulﬁllment
they've been yearning for. Girl Deﬁned helps readers · discover God's design for femininity and his deﬁnition of a successful woman · uncover the secrets of lasting worth, purpose, and fulﬁllment · be equipped and empowered to live out a radically better vision for womanhood · gain personal insight
through the chapter-by-chapter study guide
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Surprised by the Healer
Embracing Hope for Your Broken Story
Moody Publishers The Healer is inviting you… God’s word declares that there is healing for your deepest pains, hope for your biggest disappointments, and victory over your addictions, past hurts, and past failures. His name is Jehovah Rapha, the God Who Heals, and He can redeem your broken story.
In these pages, you will meet nine courageous women who have agreed to tell their stories, to share with you how they moved from hopelessness and brokenness to hope and healing. Whether from sexual abuse, betrayal in marriage, or other harrowing experiences, the Healer invited them on a unique
journey of redemption in the midst of deep pain. He is inviting you, too. Linda Dillow and Dr. Juli Slattery, cofounders of Authentic Intimacy, have been writing and ministering to women in the church and clinical context for several decades. Their wisdom and experience overﬂow in this work to give you a
trusted resource in journeying toward healing. Includes a study guide for each chapter in the back of the book.

What Are You Waiting For?
The One Thing No One Ever Tells You About Sex
WaterBrook If you need satisfying answers to your questions about sex, Dannah Gresh has one (surprising) word for you. In What Are You Waiting For? Dannah follows the trail of one provocative, ancient word through the Bible to discover God’s deepest thoughts about sex. The mind-blowing truth she
uncovers clearly points the way to a sexuality that’s satisfying and real and everything God designed it to be. (Not one to shy away from edgy topics), Dannah candidly shares… - straight talk about masturbation and pornography - the ground-breaking science that explains the addictive power of
romantic experiences - honest answers about the lesbian question - a clear plan for breaking free from sexual guilt - the unexpected key to a lifetime of truly fulﬁlling intimacy If you’re a young woman looking for honest answers about sex—and wondering why it’s such a big deal to God—you’ve come to
the right place. In these pages you’ll discover a life-changing truth that no one ever talks about—a truth that will transform everything you think you know about sex, romance, and God. So what are you waiting for? The answer is right inside.

The Way to Love Your Wife
Creating Greater Love and Passion in the Bedroom
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Sex matters in a marriage—a lot! Yet many men secretly wonder: Is she really satisﬁed? What do we do when our desires don’t match ? How can we get back the passion we used to feel? The Way to Love Your Wife will tell you what you really want to know: how to
make sex meaningful to your wife, build desire, get past sexual problems, and enjoy guilt-free sex. Noted sex therapists Cliﬀord and Joyce Penner also unveil the mystery of “what women want” and show how simple it is to boost your love life by letting your wife lead. Their candid, clear style will
encourage you to make great sex happen—or happen more often—in your marriage.

The One Year Mother-Daughter Devo
Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. Over 90,000 copies sold! Devotions designed to help mothers and daughters grow closer to God and each other 365 daily devotional readings Discussion questions Mother/daughter activities Great for conversation starters Perfect for tweens and young teens Moms, do
you want to connect with your daughter and God at the same time? Girls, do you ever wonder if your mom knows what its like to be in your shoes? This devotional is uniquely designed to help mothers and daughters grow closer to each other while they grow closer to God. Written by best-selling tween
and teen author Dannah Gresh with Janet Mylin, each devotion includes a Bible passage and an activity or discussion question to help moms and daughters apply the lesson to their lives. Topics for the devotions are centered around issues that best-selling author Dannah Gresh is known for addressing
through her books and mother-daughter conferences. Topics include modesty, purity, self-esteem, handling emotions, witnessing, living the faith, and more. Throughout this book, there are also tips for meditating on Gods Word, easy-to-swallow theology lessons, some craft activities, and even a few
recipes to serve as reminders of Scripture. After 365 days, mother and daughter are sure to see a diﬀerence in their relationship with God and each other.

The Fight of Your Life
Manning Up to the Challenge of Sexual Integrity
Destiny Image Publishers No matter how many times you have lost the battleyou can still win the war! Theres a war going on for the souls of men. Its reached epic levels and is threatening the very fabric of generationsgrandfathers, dads, sons, and grandsons. This war is aﬀecting you and your
family. Landmines planted strategically by the enemy that are knocking our men out, destroying their souls, ruining their futures, causing destructive marriage issues, jeopardizing relationships, and taking our sons and daughters captive! The war is an all-out attack on the purpose and pleasure of
sexuality as God designed it. The Fight of Your Life oﬀers weapons that help you overcome sexual addiction, resist the danger of pornography, enjoy healthy sexuality, and save your marriages, relationships, and families from the enemys assault. To win the war, you must ﬁght the battles. Dont give up.
Dont lose hope. And dont think for a moment that you have disqualiﬁed yourself from the ﬁght. You have not failed too many timesyou can still win!

Mentiras que las mujeres creen, edición revisada
Y la verdad que las hace libres
Editorial Portavoz Todas las mujeres sufren frustraciones, fracasos, ira, envidia y amargura. Nancy Leigh DeMoss arroja luz en el oscuro tema de la liberación de las mujeres de las mentiras de Satanás para que puedan andar en una vida llena de la gracia de Dios. Este libro expone las mentiras que
más creen las mujeres: - Mentiras acerca de sí mismas. - Mentiras acerca del pecado. - Mentiras acerca del matrimonio. - Mentiras acerca de las emociones. - Mentiras acerca de las circunstancias. All women suﬀer frustrations, failures, anger, envy and bitterness. Nancy DeMoss-Wolgemuth sheds light
on the topic of women's liberation from the lies of Satan so they can walk in a life ﬁlled with the grace of God. This book exposes the lies that most women believe: - Lies about themselves. - Lies about sin. - Lies about marriage. - Lies about emotions. - Lies about the circumstances.
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Lies Women Believe (Kebohongan-Kebohongan yang Kaum Wanita Percayai)
Literatur Perkantas Jatim Patahkan segala kebohongan yang mencegah Anda dari hidup berkelimpahan. Setan adalah penipu ulung; kebohongannya tak berkesudahan. Dan kebohongan yang dipercayai kaum wanita Kristen adalah akar dari sebagian besar pergumulan hidup mereka. “Banyak wanita
hidup di bawah bayang-bayang rasa bersalah dan menghakimi diri sendiri,” kata Nancy DeMoss Wolgemuth. “Banyak wanita terbelenggu oleh masa lalu. Yang lain dicengkeram ketakutan ditolak dan keinginan untuk diakui. Sedangkan yang lain menjadi tawanan emosi yang destruktif.” Dalam buku
laris ini, Lies Women Believe, Nancy mengungkap berbagai tipuan yang paling banyak dipercayai oleh kaum wanita Kristen — kebohongan tentang Tuhan, dosa, prioritas, pernikahan serta keluarga, emosi, dan banyak lagi. Sesudah itu, ia menjelaskan bagaimana kita bisa terbebas dari belenggu
kebohongan dan dimerdekakan untuk berjalan dalam kasih karunia, pengampunan, dan kehidupan berkelimpahan di dalam Tuhan. Nancy memberi senjata paling efektif untuk mematahkan dan mengatasi tipuan setan: kebenaran Tuhan!

A Celebration of Sex After 50
Harper Collins

Intimate Issues
Twenty-One Questions Christian Women Ask About Sex
WaterBrook Intimate Issues answers the twenty-one questions about sex most frequently asked by Christian wives, as determined by a nationwide poll of over one thousand women. Written from the perspective of two mature Christian wives and Bible teachers–women who you’ll come to know as
teachers and friends–Intimate Issues is biblical and informative: sometimes humorous, other times practical, but always honest. Through its solid teaching warm testimonials, scriptural insights, and experts’ advise, you’ll ﬁnd resolution for your questions and fears, surprising insights about God’s
perspective on sex, and a variety of practical and creative ideas for enhancing your physical relationship with the husband you love. With warmth and wisdom, authors Linda Dillow and Lorraine Pintus speak woman to woman: examining the teachings of Scripture, exposing the lies of the world, and
oﬀering real hope that every woman’s marriage relationship can become all it was intended to be in God’s design.

The 10 Best Decisions a Couple Can Make
Harvest House Publishers

Satisﬁed
Discovering Contentment in a World of Consumption
Zondervan The Counter-Cultural Move from Accumulation to Abundance Why is it so hard to ﬁnd the contented, satisﬁed life? What deep hungers drive our purchasing habits, accumulation, and consumer lifestyle? Satisﬁed is for those drowning in debt, but also those getting farther and farther ahead
ﬁnancially. It is for those who have forgotten who they are and mistakenly equate their self-worth with their net worth. It is for those who are crippled by comparison. It is for those with full closets and empty souls. Satisﬁed provides an inspiring and transformative vision for living a deeply contented life
in our consumer-driven culture. "Jeﬀ Manion's voice is such a wise, clear, helpful voice, and I'm so thankful for the timely and challenging invitation he's issued in these pages. I'm inspired to live more richly with fewer things, and to pursue gratitude and generosity with more intention." - Shauna
Niequist, author of Bread and Wine

And the Bride Wore White
Seven Secrets to Sexual Purity
Moody Publishers With over 250,000 copies sold, reviewers continue to rave about And the Bride Wore White: Seven Secrets To Purity. But the greatest proof of its eﬀect is in the lives of tens of thousands of young women who've embraced the book's message. Each chapter of And the Bride Wore
White begins with a narrative of Dannah Gresh's young love life, taken from her own teenage journals. She transparently shares her struggles and successes, her moments of pain followed by healing, and the moments of triumph. This story-line grips the young reader while they learn statistically proven
risk-reduction factors. The end result are usable "how-to-say-no" skills that can reduce the risk of a young woman's heart being broken by sexual sin. In this update, Dannah and her friends share open letters of encouragement to young women, one to those who chose life and another to those who
chose abortion, one to teen girls addicted to pornography and another to girls who have experienced sexual abuse, and many more speciﬁc to a young woman's unique circumstances.

Love Deﬁned
Embracing God's Vision for Lasting Love and Satisfying Relationships
Baker Books Our culture is obsessed with love and romance--so why are so few women experiencing satisfying, long-term love? In this insightful and encouraging book, sisters Kristen Clark and Bethany Beal help single women of all ages discover a radically better approach to navigating their love
lives. Covering topics such as true love, romance, purposeful relationships, purity, boundaries, singleness, and glorifying God in every stage of our relationships, Love Deﬁned unpacks God's original design for romance, showing modern women how to experience God's best for them in their
relationships. Full of biblical truths and step-by-step application of concepts discussed, the book also includes a chapter-by-chapter study guide to be used individually or in small groups, as well as four letters from godly women who have been married for 30, 40, and 50+ years, oﬀering priceless, hardwon advice to single women.

Lies Women Believe
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And the Truth that Sets Them Free
Moody Publishers Counter the lies that keep you from abundant living. Satan is the master deceiver and his lies are endless. And the lies Christian women believe are at the root of most of their struggles. "Many women live under a cloud of personal guilt and condemnation," says Nancy DeMoss
Wolgemuth. "Many are in bondage to their past. Others are gripped by fear of rejection and a longing for approval. Still others are emotional prisoners." In best selling Lies Women Believe, Nancy exposes those areas of deception most commonly believed by Christian women—lies about God, sin,
priorities, marriage and family, emotions, and more. She then sheds light on how we can be delivered from bondage and set free to walk in God's grace, forgiveness, and abundant life. Nancy oﬀers the most eﬀective weapon to ounter and overcome Satan's deceptions: God's truth!

Pierced & Embraced
7 Life-Changing Encounters with the Love of Christ
Moody Publishers How would you describe the love of God? Throughout the Gospel accounts, Jesus engaged women diﬀerently than He did men. Sometimes the diﬀerence is subtle. Sometimes it is stark. Always it is profound. Sometimes the love He oﬀers them is gentle. Sometimes it is ﬁerce. Always
it is powerful. Sometimes that love feels like a warm embrace. Sometimes it’s more like a piercing jab. Always, it changes everything. Women today long to experience the same sort of life-changing love that Jesus lavished on His followers 2000 years ago. We still want to be completely seen and known
and valued and set free—as painful as that process might sometimes be. Pierced and Embraced digs deeply into seven encounters that Jesus had with a wide variety of women in the Gospels to show how His love can be equally transformative in our lives today. It mixes attentive Scriptural engagement
with personal narrative and relevant application, making the content fresh, accessible, engaging, and practical. You will: Understand the unique and powerful and complex ways in which Jesus loves the women of the gospels. Recognize your own longings for love and the (often inadequate) ways we
seek to satisfy them. Discover how to live in the fullness of Jesus’ love for you. Includes study/reﬂection questions at the end of each chapter, inviting women to dig into the passages for themselves. Winner of the ECPA's Top Shelf Cover Award 2017

A Place of Quiet Rest
Finding Intimacy with God Through a Daily Devotional Life
Moody Publishers The God of the universe created us for a love relationship with Him! We long for that sweet intimacy with God, but it often seems so out of reach. Yet even in the busyness of daily life, we hear those whispers calling us, drawing us to sit at the feet of Jesus. Best-selling author Nancy
Leigh DeMoss demystiﬁes the process of coming to know God intimately. For over 10 years A Place of Quiet Rest has spoken to readers, helping them to a deeper relationship with Christ. In A Place of Quiet Rest Nancy shares from her heart and life how a daily devotional time can forever change your
life. Includes personal reﬂections by Elisabeth Elliot, Kay Arthur, Barbara Rainey, Joni Eareckson Tada in addition to Making it Personal sections for deeper study.

The Passion Principles
Celebrating Sexual Freedom in Marriage
Thomas Nelson Move beyond the mechanics of sex to a rich and rewarding connection! God’s desire is for couples to enjoy vibrant sexual relationships without inhibition, awkwardness, fear, resentment, guilt, or shame. With honesty and frankness, life coach and best-selling author Shannon Ethridge
opens the minds of both husbands and wives to embrace a lifestyle of passion and pleasure. Divided into four sections, The Passion Principles helps couples celebrate the spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical dimensions of sexuality. Questions include: What was God thinking when He created sex?
Why do humans think about sex so much? Will there be sex in heaven? How did we get such diﬀerent ideas about sex and love? How can I get past his or her sexual past? How can I help my spouse heal from the sexual abuses he or she suﬀered? What if my heart is telling me I married the wrong
person? How can we balance mismatched sex drives? Some chapters end with questions for personal contemplation or for couples to use as conversation starters, and other chapters end with prayers that foster a deeper spiritual and emotional connection, making this book a perfect guide to a more
passionate love life.

Gateway to the Moon
A Novel
Anchor In 1492, Luis de Torres, a Spanish Jew, accompanies Columbus as his interpreter. Over the centuries, de Torres' descendants travel from Spain and Portugal to Mexico, ﬁnally settling in the hills of New Mexico. Five hundred years later, it is in these same hills that Miguel Torres ﬁnds himself
trying to understand the mystery that surrounds him and the town he grew up in.

Lies Young Women Believe
And the Truth that Sets Them Free
Moody Publishers You have been lied to! Have you been deceived? Through a nationwide survey and in-depth discussion groups, Nancy and Dannah have listened carefully to the heart of your generation. And here are some things they’ve heard: -“I know God should be the only thing that satisﬁes,
but if it could be Him and my friends, then I could be happy.” -“It seems like I have been struggling with depression forever. I always feel like I am not good enough.” - “I tell myself that I don’t really listen to the song lyrics, but once I hear a song a few times and start thinking about what they’re saying I
realize that it's too late. It's already stuck in my head." -“For me, the whole wife and mom thing is overrated. It isn’t cool to want a husband and a family.” Maybe you can identify. Trying to listen to the right voices can be diﬃcult. This book has been written by friends who will help you ﬁnd the Truth.
Maybe your heart is telling you that some things in your life are way oﬀ course. Certain habits and relationships have left you confused and lonely. This is not the way it’s supposed to be. In this book, Nancy and Dannah expose 25 of the lies most commonly believed by your generation. They share reallife accounts from some of the young women they interviewed, along with honest stories about how they’ve overcome lies they believed themselves. They get down in the trenches of the battle with you. Best of all, they’ll show you how to be set free by the Truth.
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Shepherding Women in Pain
Real Women, Real Issues and What You Need to Know to Truly Help
Moody Publishers Infertility, divorce, domestic violence, eating disorders...all have become part of a day's work for women and men in ministry to women. Yet, most are not prepared for this aspect of ministering to women in real pain over real issues. Designed to give leaders and care givers greater
understanding, insights for shepherding, and referral resources, Shepherding Women in Pain is a compilation from contributors who have expertise and experience with women on the given issue. For example Stacey Womack, founder and executive director of Abuse Recovery Ministry & Services, wrote
the chapter on domestic violence and Kimberley Davidson, founder of Olive Branch Outreach, authored the chapter discussing eating disorders. The reader will be provided concise, practical, and grace-infused information designed to help women deal constructively with the trauma of their life
experiences. This book will serve as a key resource--read and re-read often--to those who serve women in pain.

Meander Scar
Black Lyon Publishing Love can heal even the deepest scars ... After seven years with no clue as to the whereabouts of Ann Ballard's missing husband, nearly everyone presumes him dead. Now forty-something, Ann is ready for her stagnant life to ﬂow again. Then one day, a dark-haired younger man
from her past shows up on her doorstep oﬀering a river of hope in place of tears. Former neighbor Mark Roth has secretly loved Ann for years. A respected attorney, he's returned home to help Ann face down disapproving family members and the legal maneuvering of her likely deceased husband's
family-while quietly winning her heart. When the hidden truth of Ann's situation turns their lives on end and another tragedy strikes, the two must come to terms with family, faith and the depths to which true love can run. Reviews and Other Information: "Plot twists and turns make MEANDER SCAR a
romantic read. I enjoyed the characters and how love and forgiveness always matter the most in the end." Julie Scudder Dearyan Senior editor of Victory in Grace magazine "Lisa Lickel has written an unforgettable tale of love -- and life. It's a real page-turner." Author Andrea Boeshaar "Lisa Lickel is a
shining star of women's ﬁction! To let go of her scarred past Ann Ballard must trust the one man who has loved her forever, but at what price?MEANDER SCAR is an emotional read that will yank your heartstrings long after you've ﬁnished reading." Award-winning Author Linda Wichman "Lisa Lickel is an
author to watch. Never before have I read a story like this; a beautiful love story that moved me emotionally because of the message. It has a similar tone to Nicholas Sparks and there is emotion packed into every scene. The faith element is raw, honest, and bold. The writing is gripping and pulls you
right in. The romance is absolutely breathtaking and powerfully done. I loved this story so much it's making my best ﬁction for 2010 list. I could not put this wonderful novel down. It really makes you think hard about your life and the people you love. That, in my opinion, is what makes a novel like this
one so great." Michelle Sutton, Edgy Christian Fiction

Vegas at Odds
Labor Conﬂict in a Leisure Economy, 1960-1985
JHU Press The stories of the shadowy networks and wealthy people who bankrolled and sustained Las Vegas's continuous reinvention are well documented in works of scholarship, journalism, and popular culture. Yet no one has studied closely and over a long period of time the dynamics of the
workforce -- the casino and hotel workers and their relations with the companies they work for and occasionally strike against. James P. Kraft here explores the rise and changing fortunes of organized and unorganized labor as Las Vegas evolved from a small, somewhat seedy desert oasis into the glitzy
tourist destination that it is today. Drawing on scores of interviews, personal and published accounts, and public records, Kraft brings to life the largely behind-the-scenes battles over control of Sin City workplaces between 1960 and 1985. He examines successful and failed organizing drives, struggles
over pay and equal rights, and worker grievances and arbitration to show how the resort industry's evolution aﬀected hotel and casino workers. From changes in the political and economic climate to large-scale strikes, backroom negotiations, and individual worker-supervisor confrontations, Kraft
explains how Vegas's overwhelmingly service-oriented economy works -- and doesn't work -- for the people and companies who cater to the city's pleasure-seeking visitors. American historians and anyone interested in the history of labor or Las Vegas will ﬁnd this account highly original, insightful, and
even-handed.

Intimacy Ignited
Discover the Fun and Freedom of God-Centered Sex
Discover the freedom, holiness, and beauty of sex in marriage. Intimacy and sex should ﬂow from an attitude of true selﬂessness. A verse-by-verse look at the Song of Solomon, Intimacy Ignited shows couples how to ﬁre up and maintain the ﬂames of a passionate marriage. Sex plays a vital role in
every healthy marriage, yet there's more to intimacy than just sex. If your marriage doesn't have the passion it once did, learn why romance and intimacy is all about being a servant lover. Part marriage manual, part commentary, and part Bible study, Intimacy Ignited is a great resource.

An Impossible Marriage
What Our Mixed-Orientation Marriage Has Taught Us About Love and the Gospel
InterVarsity Press Laurie and Matt Krieg are in a mixed-orientation marriage: Laurie is primarily attracted to women—and so is Matt. With vulnerability and wisdom, they tell the story of how they met and got married, the challenges and breakthroughs of their journey, and what they've learned about
how marriage is meant to point us to the love and grace of Jesus.
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